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One Minute Sculptures featuring LARS EIDINGER
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 Erwin Wurm, with “one minute forever” tattooed on his arm, began his fast-
paced works in the late ‘80s with startling prescience. His “One Minute Sculptures,” 
“Word Sculptures,” “Drinking Sculptures,” and “Dust Sculptures,” all invite the  
viewer to complete the work, usually through a set of instructions. Influenced by the 
exponential increase of global capitalism and pop culture, the philosophies of Baruch 
Spinoza, and the sculptural ideas of Michelangelo, Wurm creates work that could be 
perceived as fiction. His intention is to dramatize, entertain, and engage his audience. 
There is a sense of naivety in the way he presents his work, mixed with irony and cyn-
icism, all dressed neatly in humor. Wurm moves us through visual gestures that often 
result in a release of emotions and emotionally charged messages, but at the same 
time, he never loses his penchant for a good gag—some sculptures solely exist for 
the funny factor. What Wurm is really good at, is placing something familiar in an unfa-
miliar context, almost forcing the participant to see the real essence of things; things 
that are usually taken for granted. The boundaries of what is real and what is not are 
blurred, granting us imaginative access to our other selves. He once said, “We are all 
actually two people; one who is trusting and one who is not, and that’s a good thing.” 
Engaging in Wurm’s sculpture gives the artist the power of trust—and we trust him 
not to fuck us up.
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KATJA HORVAT Erwin, why do you make art?
ERWIN WURM When I was little, I started to 

draw, and then later on, I started to experiment 
with little sculptures and drawings. Everything 
was little because of the lack of space. 

HORVAT So because everything was little 
back then, you are making things big now? 

WURM Some pieces are big, but some are 
still small, it’s a mirror of our world. Sometimes 
we feel big, and sometimes we feel little—with 
work it is the same. 

HORVAT That is all true, but I still do not 
know why you make art!?

WURM Yes, I got a little distracted.  When I 
was a teenager, I associated being an artist with 
freedom, coolness, long hair, smoking weed, etc., 
and I was interested in painting. I told my father I 
wanted to be an artist, and he absolutely hated the 
idea; he wanted me to have the best life possible. 
He was a policeman, so for him, the idea of an art-
ist was the idea of a junkie and a criminal. 

HORVAT I mean, all parents want their kids 
to be doctors or lawyers. 

WURM They really do. My dad wanted for me 
to be a lawyer or a judge. 

HORVAT To be honest, I think you would 
make a great lawyer. Anyhow, I once read that art-
ists make work for other artists—they create work 
to surpass others. Would you agree? 

WURM Sometimes an artwork can be inspir-
ing, but who wants to use the ideas of others? I am 
mainly inspired by daily life. 

HORVAT Who are some artists that influ-
enced you? 

WURM For a certain period of time, I was in-
fluenced by Joseph Beuys, but this was years ago. 

HORVAT What about collaborations? You are 
not big on those either, are you? 

WURM  I am not good with collaborations be-
cause the combination is mostly not as good as 
work by artists alone. For that reason, I am not 
interested in it, no. 

HORVAT What did you strive for at the begin-
ning of your career? 

WURM First, I wanted to be the best in what I 
do and to be able to make a living out of my work. 
I never imagined that one day some of my pieces 
would be recognized in many countries around 
the world. 

HORVAT You reached international fame 
through One Minute Sculptures. How did those 
come about? 

WURM As a nervous person, I always wanted 
to have things done quickly and fast. I’ve realized 
that one-minute sculptures were a really good 
way for me to express myself. Everything was 
quick—the thinking process and the realization.  
Also, as an artist, you want to address certain con-
cerns. I’ve always asked myself questions about 
society, and prior to the One Minute Sculptures, I 
had this idea to define the notion of the sculpture 
for myself. What can it be? What does it mean? 
And I wanted to combine this red line with social 
issues—the so-called big questions of our society! 
How can I become slim? How can I stay young 
forever? How can I become rich? 

HORVAT Did you figure it out? 
WURM No! [Laughs]
HORVAT How did you feel when you first saw 

the music video for “Can’t Stop” by the Red Hot 
Chili Peppers? 

WURM Great, because it was done with my 
permission. We set up a contract, I got paid, and 
everything was very professional. Also, I was cred-
ited as an artist, and I think that may have been 
the first time an artist was credited for something 
in a mainstream music video. Many videos were 
playing on MTV, but producers stole the ideas 
from other artists. “Can’t Stop” was done with my 
permission, and, in the end, it was an enormous 
advertisement for my work. 

HORVAT At that time, you also started work-
ing with fashion magazines, right? 

WURM Magazines actually came before. In 
the late ‘80s, I started to realize that the contem-
porary place for public art is not only the streets 
but also the media space. For that reason, I start-
ed to do shoots for various magazines—with One 
Minute Sculptures.

HORVAT And you shot a Vogue Germany cov-
er with Claudia Schiffer. 

WURM  That cover is just the most famous 
one. I did so many smaller things and then I just 
stopped. When Vogue called me, I was already 
over with it, but they were persistent and open 
for suggestions. I had a few conditions, though. 
First, I said I wanted to use regular people instead 
of models, but if in any way I were to use a model, 
it would be either Claudia Schiffer or Kate Moss. 
They asked Claudia first, and she immediately 
said yes. Apparently she was a fan. She was nice 
to work with, but she upset me later. 

HORVAT What happened?  
WURM  In 2016, I was in a show at Tate 

Modern, “Performing for the Camera,” and they 
wanted to use one of my photographs of her for 
the exhibition posters, and the book cover, but 
she refused. I was not pleased! Her manage-
ment told them she was going through a di-
vorce or something like that. Anyhow, a lot of  
unnecessary drama. 

HORVAT Sounds like a good bad joke!
WURM  Now it does, but not back then.
HORVAT Do you take responsibility for how 

people look at your work? Do you think there is a 
right or wrong way to look at something?

WURM Sure! But you also have to know that 
once you put the work out into the world, it’s gone, 
it is not yours anymore. People can do whatever 
they want with it, basically.  Of course, I want a 
certain perspective as to how people look at it, 
and a certain level of understanding, but that is 
extremely challenging. 

HORVAT What’s the best and the worst con-
structive criticism you’ve ever received?

WURM Franz West sent me an SMS say-
ing he really hated my house on the roof of the 
MUMOK [Museum Moderner Kunst Stiftung 
Ludwig Wien] in Vienna because it wasn’t  
his idea. 

HORVAT What about you? Is there any work 
you wish you had come up with first? 

WURM There are great pieces out there, but 
the older I get, the more critical I get; consequen-
tially the number of great pieces is shrinking. 

HORVAT Do you think that after all these 
years you can still have breakthroughs? 

WURM I always try to! Not long ago, I made 
a series of ceramic sculptures, which I showed 
in London at the Galerie Thaddaeus Ropac, that 
was a new aspect of my work. I also came back 
to making photos, because I haven’t made any in 
more than twelve years. I’ve started to take photos 
with a huge Polaroid camera. The technique is old 
and is out of business, but I love it because it fits 
so well with the One Minute Sculptures. 

HORVAT What is the best trait an artist can 
have? For instance, I think if you have the abili-
ty to know when to stop working on a successful 
work, that’s one of the best things you can do for 
your practice. Overdone work is almost like a bad 
comedy. 

WURM That is something I always struggled 
with because when I work, I feel conditioned 
with a certain method. When I made the clothes 
pieces, I could only think in this specific artistic 
language. When I was making the video pieces, 
it was the same.

HORVAT You know how musicians usually 
have that one song that they hate to perform, but 
everyone wants to hear it? 

WURM Similar! When that happened to me, 
I had to stop and make a system for myself—a 
system where all my practices could co-exist and 
not get exhausted.  For example, I only created 
about 110 variations of the One Minute Sculp-
tures in the last twenty-two years. And I’m refus-
ing to make more—I just reuse the positions that I 
have already done. It’s like when you have a body 
of work of one hundred paintings, and you show 
just these hundred. I could’ve overdone it and had 
thousands of positions, but this would weaken the 
work intensely. 

HORVAT Erwin, what is your proudest mo-
ment thus far? 

WURM I remember a funny moment when 
my little daughter invited her kindergarten friends 
to our house. She was five at the time, and when 
everybody came over, she simply said, “Look, this 
is Erwin Wurm!” It was absolutely brilliant.  

HORVAT If you could be a character from any 
movie or a book, who would you be? 

WURM I always felt very close to Donald 
Duck. He had such a big head and ego, and he 
was failing all the time, just like me. [laughs]

HORVAT When was the last time you got in 
trouble?

WURM I told an artist colleague that I thought 
one specific work in a group show was really bad 
and asked him if he knew the artist; I got no an-
swer. Later, I realized that he was the artist who 
made this bad piece.

HORVAT If your life came with a soundtrack, 
what would we be listening to? 

WURM “Can’t Stop” by Red Hot Chili Pep-
pers. [laughs] 

end

THIS PAGE, from top: (1) Erwin Wurm, Declining, 
2013. Bronze, acrylic paint (30 x 63 x 29 cm). 

Courtesy the artist, Erwin Wurm Studio. (2) Erwin 
Wurm, Bar, 2019. Metal, bronze, patina, table, 
alcohol bottle, glass. Courtesy the artist, Erwin 

Wurm Studio. (3) Erwin Wurm, Fat House, 2003. Iron, 
polystyrene, aluminum, electric installation (5.4 x 10 

x 7 M). Courtesy the artist, Erwin Wurm Studio
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THIS PAGE, from left: (1) Erwin Wurm, Untitled, 2020. C-print 
(80 x 53.33 cm). Courtesy the artist, Erwin Wurm Studio.  
(2) Erwin Wurm, Untitled, 2020. C-print (80 x 53.33 cm). 

Courtesy the artist, Erwin Wurm Studio.  
OPPOSITE PAGE: Erwin Wurm, Untitled, 2020. C-print  

(80 x 53.33 cm). Courtesy the artist, Erwin Wurm Studio
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